Please note:
The boundary representing the archery area WILL NOT be indicated on the ground, however there may be signs or placards in place at various locations. The orange boundary on this map is for illustrative purposes only. The yellow boundary representing the USACE boundary and the red line representing “no hunting boundary” WILL be visible on the ground.

Archery Only Hunting, Area 1
Please note:
The boundary representing the archery area WILL NOT be indicated on the ground, however there may be signs or placards in place at various locations. The orange boundary on this map is for illustrative purposes only. The yellow boundary representing the USACE boundary and the red line representing "no hunting boundaries" WILL be visible on the ground. Currently, archery only hunting IS PERMITTED on the City of Sardis Lease, however USACE advises hunters to check with the City of Sardis for any recent policy changes.

Archery Only Hunting, Area 2